




The coplanar wood and
aluminium doors and windows
with reduced profile and leaf
completely invisible from the
outside.
The aluminum used for the outside part
gives high capacity of resistance to the
atmospheric agents, while internal wood,
unique by its nature, provides well-being in
the house.

The product line Wood Aluminium
PELLEGRINI STRUTTURA SLIM is
characterized by minimal sashes et frames
profiles.



The reduced dimensions of the section of
the frame and the leaf allow to obtain an
even more simple window and with a more
discreet impact and consequently
increase, for an identical opening, the
surface area of the glazing, thus conferring
more brightness compared to a traditional
doors and windows.

This increase in glazed area contributes to
improve energy performance.

modern and technological



PELLEGRINI STRUTTURA SLIM, thanks to
the invisible leaf, hidden in the frame,
increases the standards of security,
burglar-proof and seal compared to the
standards of the other profiles to which we
are accustomed.

The mechanical strength is guaranteed by
a careful study and by a particular
production process.



KEY FEATURES
SECTION

The COPLANAR section is considered both the
INSIDE as the OUTSIDE. The use of concealed hinges
makes PELLEGRINI STRUTTURA a simple and
minimal design, while changing the windows and
doors concept.

THICKNESSES

2 thicknesses to choose, 80 – 92 mm, depend-
ing on the thermal transmittance values and the
window dimensions.

SPECIES

FIR, OKOUME, LARCH, PINE

For the realization of PELLEGRINI STRUTTURA
joinery, we not only use materials with low environ-
mental impact, but also wood from controlled refor-
estation areas.

WINDOW FRAME TYPES

- LIFT-SLIDE
- DOORS WINDOWS
- FIXED FRAME

COLOURS

For the external aluminium profile different finishes are
available: smooth RAL, embossed RAL, wood grain.

For interior finishing, we offer various solutions:
wood without paint,
wood with natural and vegetables oils,
stained and semi opaque colours,
smooth or embossed varnished.

PROFILES

2 types of interior profiles: straight or sloping.




